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ABSTRACT
We study the distortions induced by peculiar velocities on the redshift-space correlation function of

galaxies of di†erent morphological types in the Pisces-Perseus redshift survey. Redshift-space distortions
a†ect early- and late-type galaxies in di†erent ways. In particular, at small separations the dominant
e†ect comes from virialized cluster cores, where ellipticals are the dominant population. The net result is
that a meaningful comparison of the clustering strength of di†erent morphological types can be per-
formed only in real space, i.e., after projecting out the redshift distortions on the two-point correlation
function n). A power-law Ðt to the projected function on scales smaller than 10 h~1 Mpcm(r

p
, w

p
(r
p
)

gives h~1 Mpc, for the early-type population, and h~1 Mpc,r0\ 8.35~0.76`0.75 c\ 2.05~0.08`0.10 r0\ 5.55~0.45`0.40
for spirals and irregulars. These values are derived for a sample luminosity limited toc\ 1.73~0.08`0.07
We detect a 25% increase of with luminosity for all types combined, fromMZw ¹[19.5. r0 MZw\ [19

to [20. In the framework of a simple stable clustering model for the mean streaming of pairs, we esti-
mate the one-dimensional pairwise velocity dispersion between 0 and 1 h~1 Mpc, to bep12(1), 865~165`250
km s~1 for early-type galaxies and km s~1 for late types. This latter value should be a fair esti-345~65`95
mate of the pairwise dispersion for ““ Ðeld ÏÏ galaxies ; it is stable with respect to the presence or absence of
clusters in the sample, and is consistent with the values found for noncluster galaxies and IRAS galaxies
at similar separations.
Subject headings : galaxies : clusters : general È galaxies : distances and redshifts È galaxies : structure

1. INTRODUCTION

Peculiar velocities distort maps of galaxy distribution
when redshifts are used as a measure of distance through
the Hubble relation. The observed distortions contain
important information about the statistical properties of the
large-scale motions of galaxies, presumably due to the gravi-
tational inÑuence of the true underlying mass distribution.
In particular, the two-point correlation function in redshift
space, m(s), di†ers from that in real space, m(r), in two
respects. On small scales correlations are suppressed due to
the virialized motions in rich clusters, which in redshift
space elongate structures along the line of sight, while on
large scales coherent motions produced by infall into over-
dense regions or by outÑow out of underdense regions
enhance correlations.

Galaxies of di†erent morphological types inhabit di†er-
ent environments, following a well-established morphology-
density relation (e.g., & GellerDressler 1980 ; Postman

As a consequence, they display signiÐcantly di†erent1984).
clustering properties & Geller(Davis 1976 ; Giovanelli,
Haynes, & Chincarini et al. et1986 ; Iovino 1993 ; Loveday
al. et al. ellipticals and S0Ïs dominate1995 ; Hermit 1996) ;
dense cluster cores and are therefore more clustered than
spirals and irregulars. However, their association with the
deep potential wells of clusters implies that they have higher
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peculiar velocities on average, so that the small-scale m(s) for
early-type galaxies is more strongly suppressed with respect
to m(r) than for late types. The consequence is that a correct
comparison of the clustering properties of di†erent mor-
phological types requires a detailed understanding of their
respective redshift-space distortions. One way to avoid this
problem is to measure the angular correlation function w(h)
on two-dimensional catalogues et al.(Giovanelli 1986 ;

et al. The e†ects of redshift-space distor-Loveday 1995).7
tions must also be quantiÐed in comparing the angular clus-
tering of distant objects with the clustering in redshift space
of galaxies at low redshift (e.g., et al.Iovino 1996).

The standard method for quantifying redshift distortions
is to split the separation vector of a pair of objects into
components lying on the plane of the sky, and along ther

p
,

line of sight, n, and to compute the correlation function
n) as a function of these two components. The iso-m(r

p
,

correlation contours of n) will be stretched along the nm(r
p
,

direction at small separations, because of the e†ect of large
velocity dispersions, and compressed at large scales as a
consequence of large-scale coherent motions. Projecting

n) onto the axis gives the projected functionm(r
p
, r

p
w
p
(r
p
),

which is independent of redshift distortions and can be
directly expressed as an integral over the real-space corre-
lation function m(r). The equation relating and m(r)w

p
(r
p
)

thus allows one to recover the latter via direct inversion or
modeling.

On the other hand, modeling the distortions of n)m(r
p
,

allows one to characterize the pairwise velocity distribution
function. In this paper, we are particularly concerned with
the second moment of this distribution function, p12(r).

7 These latter authors also perform a cross correlation between mor-
phological subsamples of the APM-Stromlo redshift survey and the APM
angular catalogue ; see ° 4.2.
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& Peebles hereafter used the CfA1Davis (1983, DP83)
survey et al. to measure the value of(Huchra 1983) p12(1),

at r \ 1 h~1 Mpc, to be 340^ 40 km s~1. While thep12(r)analysis of the IRAS 1.2 Jy redshift survey by et al.Fisher
hereafter produced a similar result(1994b, F94b) (p12(1)\
km s~1), reanalyses of the CfA1 survey Jing, &317~49`40 (Mo,

Bo� rner et al. Davis, &1993 ; Zurek 1994 ; Somerville,
Primack and of larger optical-redshift surveys have1996)
shown a large range of values, up to 1000 km s~1 (Marzke
et al. et al. In particular,1995 ; Guzzo 1996 ; Lin 1995).

is found to be quite sensitive to the presence orp12(1)
absence of one or two rich clusters, even in volumes as large
as in CfA2. It seems plausible that while the CfA1 value was
strongly a†ected by the smallness of the volume surveyed,
that of the IRAS 1.2 Jy survey reÑects the speciÐc nature of
IRAS galaxies, mostly star-forming, late-type galaxies that
are underrepresented in rich clusters relative to optically
selected galaxies et al.(Strauss 1992).

The case of the IRAS galaxies explicitly illustrates the
dangers of using a speciÐc class of objects to draw conclu-
sions about statistics of the velocity Ðeld, in particular at
small separations, as the answers depend sensitively on the
morphological type of the tracer used. This paper addresses
this issue in detail, asking 1) What is the di†erence in the
clustering strength of early- and late-type galaxies measured
in real space? and 2) What is the small-scale velocity disper-
sion for the two classes of objects? In we present the° 2,
data used for our analyses. We discuss the measurement of

n) in and present our results in Our conclusionsm(r
p
, ° 3, ° 4.

are summarized in ° 5.

2. THE DATA : DEFINITION OF THE SAMPLES

We use the Perseus-Pisces redshift catalogue (cf.
& Haynes which includes redshifts for allGiovanelli 1991),

Zwicky galaxies et al. in the positive-(Zwicky 1961È1968)
declination area of the south Galactic cap (i.e., about
21h ¹ a ¹ 5h, 0¡ ¹ d ¹ 50¡). As et al.Giovanelli (1986)
make clear, the Perseus-Pisces redshift survey is a†ected by
Galactic extinction around the edges. For statistical studies,
therefore, it must be properly restricted. The Zwicky cata-
logue is nominally complete to we thus imposemZw \ 15.7 ;
an extinction-corrected magnitude cut of 15.5, trim the
survey to 22h ¹ a ¹ 4h, 0¡ ¹ d ¹ 42¡, and apply the addi-
tional cut indicated by the heavy line in ThisFigure 1.
excludes nearly all regions with absorption asA

B
[ 0.2,

given by the extinction maps of & HeilesBurstein (1978),

FIG. 1.ÈThe distribution on the sky of all galaxies with MZw¹ 15.5,
after correction for extinction. The upper solid line marks the border of the
high-extinction region excluded from the sample. The large lump of objects
near d D 41¡ is the Perseus cluster.a D 3h.2,

while it leaves the core of the Perseus cluster (a D 3h.2,
d D ]41¡) to allow us to study the robustness of our results
to the presence of the richest cluster in the region. The
magnitude-limited sample selected in this way contains
4111 galaxies. One potential problem of our selection cri-
teria is that they push the Zwicky catalogue to its complete-
ness limit. In particular, with the extinction correction, we
include galaxies with observed Zwicky magnitudes mZw Z

15.5, where magnitude errors are large (e.g., &Bothun
Cornell We shall show in that our principal1990). ° 4.2
results are indeed quite robust to these uncertainties in the
parent photometric catalogue.

All the analyses in this paper are done with volume-
limited subsamples of the data. That is, we select a lower-
limit luminosity (or equivalently, an upper limit in absolute
magnitude), and a corresponding maximum distance
implied by our apparent magnitude limit, giving us uniform
sampling throughout the volume. This has the e†ect of de-
emphasizing the Pisces-Perseus chain relative to the
magnitude-limited case, because in the latter the selection
function peaks near the redshift of the supercluster This
choice is also crucial for discussing luminosity e†ects, and
eliminates uncertainties related to the weighting schemes
necessary when analyzing magnitude-limited samples.

summarizes the parameters of the volume-limitedTable 1
samples we have used. The range of absolute magnitudes
covered by the subsamples reÑects the need to maximize
our volume while keeping a sufficient number of objects
within it. Absolute magnitudes were calculated assuming

km s~1 Mpc~1. The E-19.5 sample (““ ellipticals ÏÏ)H0\ 100
contains galaxies with early morphological types (E, S0, and
S0a), while the S samples (““ spirals ÏÏ) contain all galaxies
classiÐed as spirals or irregulars. The morphological infor-
mation available in the catalogue is in reality quite Ðner,
subdivided into 14 classes. The morphological coding is
from the UGC for galaxies in that catalog, and has been
estimated from sky survey plates for the remainder of the
galaxies et al. To maximize the statistics(Giovanelli 1986).
within the volume-limited samples, we restrict our analysis
to the two broad groups of early- and late-type galaxies.
The spiral class is, however, large enough to deÐne several
samples to di†erent absolute magnitudes (S-19, S-19.5, and
S-20) ; we also deÐne a spiral sample trimmed to exclude the
Perseus cluster (S-19.5 [NP]). Finally, we deÐne an equiva-
lent sample including all morphologies for comparison,
PP-19.5 (NP).

The cone diagrams of show the galaxy distribu-Figure 2
tion in PP-19.5 and PP-20, in which all morphological
types are included, while shows the correspondingFigure 3
distribution for the E-19.5 and S-19.5 samples, respectively.

TABLE 1

PROPERTIES OF THE VOLUME-LIMITED SUBSAMPLES

dlimSample Mlim (h~1 Mpc) Morphology Ngal
PP-19 . . . . . . . . . . . [19 79 All 1021
PP-19.5 . . . . . . . . . [19.5 100 All 852
PP-19.5 (NP) . . . [19.5 100 (No Perseus) All 803
PP-20 . . . . . . . . . . . [20 126 All 577
S-19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . [19 79 Late 565
S-19.5 . . . . . . . . . . . [19.5 100 Late 481
S-19.5 (NP) . . . . . [19.5 100 (No Perseus) Late 458
S-20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . [20 126 Late 333
E-19.5 . . . . . . . . . . . [19.5 100 Early 278
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FIG. 2.ÈGalaxy distribution in the volume-limited samples to and including all morphological typesMZw\ [19.5 MZw \[20,

Note that the Perseus-Pisces chain, the overdensity at
cz B 6000 km s~1, is more prominent in the ellipticals than
the spirals, consistent with the observed distribution on the
sky et al. This is made quantitative in(Giovanelli 1986).

which shows the redshift histogram of each ofFigure 4,
these subsamples ; the dashed line in each case, proportional
to r2, gives the expected distribution in the absence of struc-
ture.

3. ESTIMATING THE TWO-POINT CORRELATION

FUNCTION IN REDSHIFT SPACE

3.1. DeÐnitions of and nr
p

The e†ect of redshift-space distortions can be understood
through the correlation function n), where the radialm(r

p
,

separation of pairs is split into two components : n, parallel
to the line of sight, and perpendicular to it. There are twor

p
,

deÐnitions of these quantities in the literature. Given two
galaxies at redshifts and separated by angle h,v1 v2 DP83
deÐne

n 4
1

H0
o v1 [ v2 o , r

p
4

1
H0

(v1] v2) tan
Ah
2
B

. (1)

Note that the quadrature sum of and n is not equal tor
pthe redshift-space distance s between the galaxies. Recog-

nizing this, et al. hereafter use a slightlyFisher (1994a, F94a)
di†erent deÐnition. They deÐne the line-of-sight vector l 4

and the redshift di†erence vector(¿1 ] ¿2)/2 s 4 ¿1[ ¿2,leading to the deÐnitions

n 4
s Æ l

H0o l o
, r

p
2 4

s Æ s
H02

[ n2 . (2)

If we recast the formulation in terms of h, we ÐndF94a

n \ 1
H0

o v1[ v2 o]O(h2) ,

r
p
^

1
H0

(v1] v2) tan
Ah
2
B 4v1 v2

(v1] v2)2
, (3)

which shows explicitly that the two deÐnitions are not
strictly equivalent, even in the small-angle approximation.
For our analysis we use but checks usingequation (2),

show only negligible di†erences in our n)equation (1) m(r
p
,

maps. We conclude therefore that one can make direct com-

FIG. 3.ÈSpatial distribution of early- and late-type galaxies, volume-limited to MZw\[19.5
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FIG. 4.ÈHistograms of the redshift distribution in four representative volume-limited samples. T op panels : all galaxies. Bottom panels : early-type and
late-type galaxies separately. Dashed lines are the distributions expected in the absence of structure.

parison of results obtained with the two di†erent deÐni-
tions.

3.2. Measuring n)m(r
p
,

We estimate the quantity n) using the method ofm(r
p
,

A catalog of uniformly distributedDP83. n
R

\ 100,000
points with the same boundaries as the real sample is pre-
pared. We count the number of pairs in 1 h~1 Mpc bins of

and n among the galaxies n)] and betweenr
p

n
G

[N
GG

(r
p
,

the galaxies and the random sample n)]. Our esti-[N
GR

(r
p
,

mate of the correlation function is then

m(r
p
, n) \ N

GG
(r
p
, n)

N
GR

(r
p
, n)

2n
R

n
G

[ 1 . (4)

Because our samples are volume-limited, each galaxy gets
equal weight, and thus we do not apply the statistical
weights needed when analyzing magnitude-limited cata-
logues. For the most part we conÐne ourselves to scales less
than 10 h~1 Mpc, so there is little beneÐt to using the
alternative estimator of This is less sensi-Hamilton (1993).
tive than to uncertainties in the mean density,equation (4)
and is therefore chieÑy important when measuring the
correlation function on very large scales.

3.3. Error Estimation and Maximum-likelihood Fits
Following Frenk, & Barrow we use boot-Ling, (1986),

strap resampling to compute statistical errors in our esti-
mates of quantities derived from n). As seen in the nextm(r

p
,

section, we carry out quantitative analyses not on n)m(r
p
,

directly, but rather on two derived quantities : w
p

(eq. [5]),
the projection of n) on the axis, which does not su†erm(r

p
, r

predshift-space distortions, and m(n) essentially a(eq. [11]),
cut made in n) at constant in order to measurem(r

p
, r

predshift-space distortions. We thus compute errors and the
covariance matrix for the one-dimensional quantities w

pand m(n) rather than for the two-dimensional n). Form(r
p
,

each of the samples listed in we create 100 boot-Table 1,
strap realizations and compute and m(n) for each.w

pDetermination of the covariance matrix of errors is then
straightforward, following have discussed theF94a. F94a
method in detail, showing that it gives a good representa-
tion of true statistical errors for the correlation function on
scales below D10 h~1 Mpc, but tends to overestimate them
on larger scales.

This covariance matrix enables us to Ðt models for the
real-space correlation function m(r) and the redshift distor-
tions to the observed and m(n) via s2 (see Inw

p
F94b).
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n) for PP-19. In this and the following n) maps, the heavy contour corresponds to m \ 1 ; for larger values of m, contours areFIG. 5.Èm(r
p
, m(r

p
,

logarithmically spaced, with * m \ 0.1 ; below m \ 1 they are linearly spaced, with *m\ 0.2 down to m \ 0. Dashed contours represent the isotropiclog10correlations expected in the absence of peculiar velocities. The right-hand panel has been Gaussian-smoothed with an isotropic Ðlter of width 3 h~1 Mpc.

practice, the e†ective number of degrees of freedom in the
data is smaller than the number of sampled values of andw

pm(n) (i.e., these functions are oversampled), and thus the
covariance matrix is singular. We therefore follow inF94b
using singular value decomposition, which allows the calcu-
lation of the matrix product in the s2 function in a robust
manner.

4. REDSHIFT-SPACE DISTORTIONS : n)m(r
p
,

4.1. T he Observed n)m(r
p
,

Figures and display the observed n) for the5, 6, 7 m(r
p
,

complete samples PP-19, PP-19.5, and PP-20, and for the

morphological subsamples E-19.5 and S-19.5. For PP-19 we
show the original n), while for all samples we show am(r

p
,

version smoothed by a 3 h~1 Mpc] 3 h~1 Mpc Gaussian
to suppress the binning noise and to bring out the global
features of the maps. All of the statistical analyses below are
of course carried out on the unÐltered data.

The contours for PP-19 and PP-19.5 are enormously dis-
torted at very small scales, a signature of a high pairwise
dispersion at small r, as we shall quantify inp12(r) ° 4.3.
Most of this distortion is produced by pairs lying in clusters,
in particular in the smallest sample, PP-19, which is domi-
nated by a half-dozen rich clusters along the Perseus-Pisces
chain. The small-scale elongations are substantially smaller

n) for PP-19.5 and PP-20, Gaussian smoothedFIG. 6.Èm(r
p
,
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n) for the early- and late-type samples E-19.5 and S-19.5, respectively, Gaussian-smoothedFIG. 7.Èm(r
p
,

in the PP-20 sample. This sample has a volume of 7.4 ] 105
h~3 Mpc3, quite a bit larger than PP-19.5, but it does not
include more clusters, and therefore the cluster contribution
to is somewhat diluted. This volume is still a factor ofp12(1)
6 smaller than the volume at which et al.Marzke (1995)
showed that stabilizes, using both a COBE-p12(1)
normalized cold dark matter model and a phenomenologi-
cal model based on the observed distribution of Abell
cluster velocity dispersions. For sample volumes compara-
ble to those used here, they derive a typical uncertainty for

of D180 km s~1. Although this scatter refers to non-p12(1)
overlapping samples, it does give an explanation for the
observed di†erence in p for PP-19 and PP-20.

On large scales, the compression of n) for PP-19 [inm(r
p
,

particular the n)\ 0.2 and n) \ 0 contours] is asm(r
p
, m(r

p
,

expected from large-scale streaming (see However,F94b).
the Perseus-Pisces supercluster (see lies largely in theFig. 2)
plane of the sky, so the real-space distribution of galaxies is
intrinsically anisotropic in this sample. Thus, it is not a fair
sample for measuring large-scale streaming. Some part of
the observed distortions of the n) contours must be duem(r

p
,

to infall onto the supercluster itself, as directly observed by
et al. who showed that galaxies out to 20Giovanelli (1996),

h~1 Mpc from the ridge display infall velocities of the order
of 1000 km s~1 (see also Loeb, &Willick 1990 ; Eisenstein,
Turner Unfortunately, there is no way to disentangle1997).
the two e†ects from n) alone, and we will not discussm(r

p
,

the large-scale distortions further in this paper.
shows n) for E-19.5 and S-19.5. The visualFigure 7 m(r

p
,

di†erence between the two maps is impressive ; the ellip-
ticals display a huge small-scale elongation of the contours,
while n) for the spirals is much more isotropic. Thism(r

p
,

Ðgure demonstrates directly how di†erent the dynamical
behaviors of the two populations are, and how their real-
space correlation functions are mapped into redshift space
in very di†erent ways.

We now proceed to quantify the real-space correlation
function and redshift distortions from the observed n).m(r

p
,

4.2. T he Real-Space Correlation Function
We project n) onto the axis by integrating over them(r

p
, r

pdimension on which the redshift-space distortion acts,
giving a quantity that is independent of the form and
amount of the distortion itself,

w
p
(r
p
) 4 2

P
0

=
dy m(r

p
, n) \ 2

P
0

=
dy m[(r

p
2] y2)1@2] , (5)

in which the second equality follows from the independence
of the integral from the redshift-space distortions. In the
right-hand side of the expression, m is the real-space corre-
lation function evaluated at Modeling m(r)r \ (r

p
2] y2)1@2.

as a power law, allows us to carry out them(r) \ (r/r0)~c,
integral analytically, yielding

w
p
(r
p
) \ r

p

Ar0
r
p

BcC
!
A1
2
B
!
Ac[ 1

2
BN

!
Ac
2
BD

, (6)

where ! is the Gamma function. We choose thenup,upper integration limit in to be large enough toequation (5),
give a stable estimate of For the PP-19 sample, isw

p
. w

p
(r
p
)

quite insensitive to in the range 20 h~1nup Mpc\ nup\ 30
h~1 Mpc for h~1 Mpc. For larger values ofr

p
\ 10 r

p
, w

p
(r
p
)

is fairly sensitive to but since we are primarily inter-nup,ested in the redshift distortions on small scales this has no
e†ect on our result.

The observed and the best-Ðt power law for thew
p
(r
p
)

complete samples are shown in together with like-Figure 8,
lihood contours on and c, while the results of the Ðts arer0reported in Note how well the power-law model ÐtsTable 2.
the Error bars are given by the scatter over 100data8.
bootstrap realizations, and the Ðt is performed as discussed
in There is evidence that the correlation length grows° 3.3.
with increasing sample depth and intrinsic luminosity. This

8 Note also, however, that is an integral over m(r), and that there-w
p
(r
p
)

fore small deviations from the power-law model in the latter function are
averaged out in the former.
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FIG. 8.ÈProjected correlation function and results of Ðts of the power-law model for the three volume-limited samples. Error bars are given byw
p
(r
p
)

bootstrap resampling. Contours give the 68.3%, 95.4%, and 99.73% conÐdence levels on the two parameters taken separately.

is most signiÐcant (D3p) between PP-19 and PP-19.5 ; r0does not grow signiÐcantly between PP-19.5 and PP-20.
This is in qualitative agreement with the results of etIovino
al. using a previous version of this sample, and the(1993)
results of et al. using the APM-StromloLoveday (1995)
redshift survey, but it is in contrast to whoHamilton (1988),
found that the luminosity dependence of was most signiÐ-r0

TABLE 2

BEST-FIT PARAMETERS OF THE REAL-SPACE

CORRELATION FUNCTION FROM w
p
(r
p
)

r0Sample (h~1 Mpc) c

PP-19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.95~0.31`0.27 1.93~0.07`0.04
PP-19.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95~0.32`0.37 1.88~0.07`0.05
PP-19.5 (NP) . . . . . . 6.55~0.36`0.34 1.86~0.05`0.04
PP-20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.05~0.59`0.47 1.72~0.10`0.09
S-19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.55~0.36`0.36 1.65~0.07`0.06
S-19.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.55~0.45`0.40 1.73~0.08`0.07
S-19.5 (NP) . . . . . . . . 5.05~0.48`0.54 1.76~0.10`0.08
S-20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.05~0.65`0.61 1.85~0.09`0.08
E-19.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.35~0.76`0.75 2.05~0.08`0.10

cant at the highest luminosities. also shows a similarTable 2
trend for the spiral-only samples. Thus, even within mor-
phological classes a luminosity dependence of clustering
does exist (cf. Fig. 12 of et al.Iovino 1993).

We have checked the sensitivity of these results to magni-
tude errors at the faint end by cutting the PP-19, PP-19.5,
and PP-20 samples at a corrected magnitude mZw\ 15.2,
and recomputing n), and the best Ðt with am(r

p
, w

p
(r
p
),

power-law m(r). This is a fairly conservative selection,
reducing each of the three subsamples by D30% in number
(to 882, 740, and 503 galaxies, respectively). For these three
samples, we obtain estimates for c) of h~1(r0, (5.95~0.30`0.34
Mpc, h~1 Mpc, and1.92~0.07`0.06), (6.85~0.41`0.40 1.90~0.06`0.11 ),

h~1 Mpc, respectively. Comparison of(7.45~0.64`0.64 1.74~0.10`0.11 ),
these values with those in shows that the results areTable 2
very robust and that our conclusions are una†ected by any
magnitude bias a†ecting the faint end of the Zwicky cata-
logue.

shows one of our principal results, the relativeFigure 9
clustering strength of early- and late-type galaxies as
described by the real-space correlation function. Both the
slope and correlation length are signiÐcantly di†erent in the
two samples (Table 2).
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FIG. 9.ÈAs for early- and late-type galaxies separately. Note the very signiÐcant separation in parameter space between the two classes.Fig. 8,

The scale dependence of the relative bias, of early- tob
ES

,
late-type galaxies is then simply

b
ES

(r) \
Cm

E
(r)

m
S
(r)
D1@2 \ b1 r~l , (7)

where is the value at 1 h~1 Mpc and Web1 l\ (c
S
[ c

E
)0.5.

Ðnd error bars computedb
ES

(r) \ (2.0^ 0.4)r~0.16B0.08,
using standard error propagation. At r \ 5 h~1 Mpc, we
Ðnd et al. compute a similarb

ES
\ 1.6^ 0.4. Hermit (1996)

relative bias factor from the Optical Redshift Survey
et al. but in redshift space, Ðnding an(Santiago 1995),

average value of D1.5 between 1 and 10 h~1 Mpc. Their
analysis does not take into account di†erences in redshift-
space distortions between the two classes of galaxies that we
have stressed here. et al. use both the APMLoveday (1995)
catalogue and the sparsely sampled subsets of galaxies that
form the APM-Stromlo redshift survey ; inverting the
angular correlation function w(h) for two subsamples
limited to they Ðnd h~1 Mpc,b

J
\ 16.57, r0\ 7.76^ 0.35

c\ 1.87^ 0.07 for early-type galaxies and r0\ 4.49 ^ 0.13
h~1 Mpc, c\ 1.72^ 0.05 for late-type galaxies. This is in
good agreement with our direct estimates from the spatial
function. However, the APM-Stromlo data are too sparse

to be able to compute n) directly from the morphologi-m(r
p
,

cal subsamples, so that an estimate of the pairwise velocity
dispersion cannot be obtained.p12(r)The correlation length we Ðnd for all spiral galaxies is
signiÐcantly larger than found for IRAS galaxies in the 1.2
Jy redshift survey, h~1 Mpc, while ther0(1.2 Jy)\ 3.76~0.23`0.20
slope, c(1.2 is similar. This has the inter-Jy)\ 1.66~0.09`0.12,
esting implication that the relative bias of spiral galaxies to
IRAS-selected galaxies is independent of scale, at least
below 10 h~1 Mpc. Since IRAS galaxies tend to be of type
Sb and later, we have deÐned a volume-limited sample to
M \ [19, containing 321 galaxies with types between Sb
and Irr. In fact, for these we Ðnd a lower correlation length,

h~1 Mpc, and a similar logarithmic slope,r0\ 4.05~0.75`0.57
in excellent agreement with IRAS galaxies.c\ 1.55~0.13`0.11,

4.3. T he Pairwise V elocity Dispersion
The quantity n) can be expressed as an integral overm(r

p
,

the product of the real-space correlation function, m(r), and
the distribution function of the line-of-sight components,

of relative velocities for pairs with separation r,w3, f (w3 o r)
If y is the component of r along the line of sight, then(F94b).

and the integral can be written asw3\ H0(n[ y), (Peebles
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1980 ; F94b)

1 ] m(r
p
, n) \ H0

P
~=

`=
dy

] M1 ] m[(r
p
2] y2)1@2]N f [H0(n [ y) o r] . (8)

This expression gives a description of the e†ect of a pecu-
liar velocity Ðeld on m(r), but does not represent a self-
consistent dynamical treatment of the density and velocity
Ðelds, which are clearly interdependent We(Fisher 1995).
do not have any a priori information, therefore, on the
functional form of the distribution function f. Peebles (1976)
Ðrst showed that an exponential distribution best Ðts the
observed data, a result subsequently conÐrmed by N-body
models (e.g., et al. With such a choice,Zurek 1994). equation

becomes(8)

1 ] m(r
p
, n) \ H0

P
~=

`=
dy[1 ] m(r)]

1

J2p12(r)

] exp
G
[ J2H0

K n [ y[1] v12(r)/H0 r]
p12(r)

K H
, (9)

where is the mean relative velocity ofr2\ r
p
2] y2, v12(r)galaxy pairs with separation r, and is the pairwisep12(r)one-dimensional velocity dispersion along the line of sight.

show that it is very difficult to model the depen-F94b
dence of on the separation r. This is particularly difficultv12in our case, as our sample covers too small a volume to
allow a determination of the large-scale streaming from the
compression of the contours of n) (see For thism(r

p
, ° 4.1).

reason, we do not follow in a detailed analysis of theF94b
mean streaming ; instead, we limit ourselves to the simple
streaming model introduced by based on the simi-DP83,
larity solution of the BBGKY equations,

v12(r) \ [H0 r
F

1 ] (r/r0)2
. (10)

We wish to Ðt to the observed n) in orderequation (9) m(r
p
,

to constrain We are particularly interested inp12(r). p12(1),
the pairwise velocity dispersion for scales smaller than 1
h~1 Mpc, and thus we carry out all Ðts to the quantity

m(n) \
P
0

1
dr

p
m(r

p
, n) , (11)

following In practice, because we have calculatedF94b.9
n) in 1 h~1 Mpc bins, m(n) is simply the value of n)m(r

p
, m(r

p
,

in the Ðrst bin of We assume further that is a weakr
p
. p12(r)function of separation r so that it can be treated as(DP83),

a single free parameter, shows the resultsp12(1). Figure 10
of two-parameter Ðts of the model of equations and(9) (10)
to m(n) for the E-19.5 and S-19.5 subsamples. We use the
best-Ðt values of and c from appropriate to eachr0 Table 2
subsample ; errors and covariances of m(n) are calculated
consistently, as described in The quantity F is very° 3.3.
poorly constrained by these data as the free-(Fig. 10),
streaming on these small scales is quite small.

We therefore estimate for the two cases F\ 0 (freep12(1)
expansion of pairs with the Hubble Ñow) and F\ 1 (stable
clustering). The second of these is probably closer to a rea-
listic model ; shows that the stable clusteringJain (1997)
hypothesis (F\ 1) should be a good approximation at the

9 Our deÐnition of m(n) di†ers from that of by an unimportantF94b
normalization factor ; cf. their eq. (7).

present epoch for scales of the order of, or smaller than, 0.7
h~1 Mpc. We thus use values F\ 1 in our discussion
below.

The value of is of the order of 800 km s~1 forp12(1)
PP-19 and PP-19.5, but drops below 500 km s~1 for PP-20,
consistent with the more isotropic contours of n) form(r

p
,

this case We interpret this as due to the smaller(Fig. 6).
e†ect that rich clusters, and in particular the Perseus cluster,
have on the larger volume of PP-20, as we show in the next
section. Notice the very signiÐcant factor of 2 di†erence
between the for early- and late-type galaxies atp12(1)

a dramatic indication of the e†ect of clusterMZw\[19.5,
cores on the determination of We now turn to ap12(1).
direct demonstration of the sensitivity of to the pres-p12(1)
ence of rich clusters in the sample.

4.4. Stability of for L ate-Type Galaxiesp12
et al. have discussed in detail the e†ect ofMarzke (1995)

the contribution of cluster galaxies to the small-scale pair-
wise velocity dispersion. The pairwise velocity dispersion is
a pair-weighted statistic, and thus is heavily weighted in
regions of high density, i.e., clusters. Because galaxies in
clusters have an intrinsically high velocity dispersion, the
inclusion or exclusion of clusters can have a dramatic e†ect
on et al. showed that estimates ofp12. Marzke (1995) p12(r)Ñuctuate from one sample to another when there are signiÐ-
cant variations in the number of clusters even over volumes
as large as those of the CfA2 and SSRS2 surveys. etGuzzo
al. showed that dropped from D800 km s~1 to(1996) p12(1)
D600 km s~1 in PP-19 after removing the Perseus cluster.
Thus, the removal of a single dominant cluster can signiÐ-
cantly a†ect the pairwise velocity dispersion.

Here we further explore the stability of in the casep12(1)
of spiral galaxies. Using spiral-only samples, we are in prac-
tice Ðltering out the high-density nonlinear regions that
would otherwise get such high weight in The result ofp12(1).
excluding the Perseus cluster from the PP-19.5 sample is
visually shown by the changes in n) in the two topm(r

p
,

panels of The di†erences between the contours inFigure 11.
the two panels [and the corresponding values of p12(1)
reported in can be compared to those produced byTable 3]
the same operation on the S-19.5 sample (bottom). While the

TABLE 3

BEST ESTIMATES OF PAIRWISE VELOCITY

DISPERSION

Sample p12(1) p12(1)
(F\ 0) (F\ 1)

PP-19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 775~65`85 855~75`85
PP-19.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 735~115`155 805~115`155
PP-19.5 (NP) . . . . . . 625~85`125 725~95`135
PP-20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525~115`155 465~105`145
S-19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205~55`75 295~55`75
S-19.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255~65`95 345~65`95
S-19.5 (NP) . . . . . . . . 235~75`115 325~85`125
S-20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415~245`465 485~245`465
E-19.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 815~165`245 865~165`250

NOTE.ÈSummary of the best estimates of
the pairwise velocity dispersion between 0 and
1 h~1 Mpc, for the two cases F\ 0 (freep12(1),
streaming with the Hubble Ñow) and F\ 1
(stable clustering). All estimates are in km s~1.



FIG. 10.ÈExample of full two-parameter Ðts to n) based on the model of to show how poorly constrained the streaming amplitude F is.m(r
p
, eq. (9),

Contour levels are as in Fig. 8.

FIG. 11.ÈE†ect on n) of removing the largest ““ Ðnger of God ÏÏ from the sample. Right panels show the e†ect of excluding the high velocity dispersionm(r
p
,

Perseus cluster. Top panels are for PP-19.5, bottom for S-19.5. Note the change between the two top panels, while for spirals the removal of the cluster has
very little e†ect on the measured n).m(r

p
,
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e†ect on PP-19.5 is relevant (although less dramatic than
was found for PP-19 by et al. owing to theGuzzo 1996,
larger volume and the consequent reduced weight of the
Perseus cluster), the two bottom panels of areFigure 11
virtually identical, and so are the estimated values of p12(1).

also gives for spiral samples limited toTable 3 p12(1)
and [20. indicates that forMZw \[19 Table 3 p12(1)

spirals lies consistently between 300 and 350 km s~1. This
agrees with the value for IRAS galaxies, kmF94b 317~49`40
s~1, the et al. value for galaxies outside ofMarzke (1995)
Rº 1 Abell clusters, 295 ^ 99 km s~1, and the original
determination by which undersampled the VirgoDP83,
cluster in CfA1 et al.(Somerville 1997).

It is interesting to discuss the similarity of for spiralp12(1)
and IRAS galaxies in light of their di†erent correlation
lengths h~1 Mpc and h~1 Mpc,(r0^ 5.5 r0^ 3.8
respectively). IRAS galaxies are mostly late-type spirals,
and indeed we have shown above that if we compute m(r) for
this subclass, we recover h~1 Mpc, in agreementr0^ 4.0
with IRAS galaxies (cf. et al. and etGiovanelli 1986 Iovino
al. who showed that there is a continuity in the clus-1993,
tering strength within the spiral class, with ScÏs being less
clustered than SaÏs). The similar values of on thep12(1),
other hand, may simply indicate that the dynamics of IRAS
galaxies and all spirals are governed by the same Ñuctua-
tions in the underlying matter density Ðeld. Indeed, p12(1)
for galaxies of type Sb and later is found to be km255~75`105
s~1, in statistical agreement with the spiral sample as a
whole.

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The main conclusions we have reached in this paper can
be summarized as follows.

1. We see very strong small-scale redshift-space distor-
tions in the Perseus-Pisces redshift survey. The distortions
are much stronger for early-type galaxies, as one would
expect from the segregation of morphological types.

2. We conÐrm a mild luminosity dependence of clus-
tering for absolute magnitudes around the knee of the lumi-
nosity function, the correlation lengthMZwD[19.5 ;
increases from h~1 Mpc for to5.95~0.31`0.27 MZw ¹[19

h~1 Mpc for M ¹ [20. These values are some-7.05~0.59`0.47
what higher than the ““ canonical ÏÏ value of the correlation
length based on the analysis of the CfA1 survey,DP83 r0\
5.4 h~1 Mpc. This latter value is conÐrmed by the analysis
of the ESO Slice Project (ESP) survey et al.(Bartlett 1997),
yielding h~1 Mpc; the Las Campanas surveyr0\ 4.5~0.17`0.15

gives h~1 Mpc. There are prob-(Lin 1995) r0\ 5.00^ 0.14
ably two reasons for the higher values of measured here.r0First, the ““ standard ÏÏ values quoted above are estimates of
m(r) performed on apparent-magnitudeÈlimited samples. If
there is, as we have seen, a mild luminosity dependence on

clustering, samples that are volume-limited at relatively
bright absolute magnitudes will systematically measure a
higher clustering signal. Second, the Perseus-Pisces area is
rather rich in clusters of galaxies, so that it probably over-
emphasizes the cluster contribution to m(r). For comparison,
the richest cluster in the CfA1 volume is the Virgo cluster.
The CfA2] SSRS2 sample et al. covers part(Marzke 1995)
of the PP area and thus has a higher contribution of clus-
ters, resulting in h~1 Mpc.r0 \ 5.97 ^ 0.15

3. A meaningful comparison of the relative clustering
strength of spirals and ellipticals can be performed only in
real space, i.e., after correcting for the e†ect of di†erential
redshift-space distortions. A power-law shape, m(r) \

is a good representation of the real-space corre-(r/r0)~c,
lation function between 1 and 10 h~1 Mpc for both ellip-
ticals and spirals. Our best-Ðt estimate of the power-law
parameters gives h~1 Mpc, forr0\ 8.35~0.76`0.75 c\ 2.05~0.08`0.10
ellipticals, and h~1 Mpc, forr0\ 5.55~0.45`0.40 c\ 1.73~0.08`0.07
spirals. We model the relative bias of the two types of gal-
axies as a power law with a mild dependence on scale,

h~1 Mpc)~0.16B0.08. Furthermore,b
ES

(r) \ (2.0^ 0.4)(r/1
we conÐrm the continuous variation of clustering strength
within the spiral class. For late-type spirals (Sb and later)
and irregulars, we estimate h~1 Mpc andr0\ 4.05~0.75`0.57

virtually the same correlation function asc\ 1.55~0.13`0.11,
IRAS galaxies.

4. The quantity the measured pairwise velocityp12(1),
dispersion between 0 and 1 h~1 Mpc, varies considerably
between samples of di†erent volumes, ranging from 855~75`85
km s~1 for PP-19 to km s~1 for PP-20. This varia-465~105`145
tion is consistent with the smallness of the volume sampled.

5. The di†erence in the measured between early-p12(1)
and late-type galaxies is remarkable. We estimate p12(1)\

km s~1 for ellipticals and km s~1865~165`250 p12(1)\ 345~65`95
for spirals. Contrary to results for the combined sample, the
value of for spiral galaxies alone is stable to bothp12(1)
changes in the sample volume and the presence of rich clus-
ters. The consistency of this value with those measured for
noncluster galaxies et al. and IRAS galaxies(Marzke 1995)

and its stability among spiral subclasses (for Sb and(F94b)
later types we measure km s~1) suggest that a255~75`105
value in the range 300È350 km s~1 is a good estimatep12(1)
of the ““ temperature ÏÏ of the galaxy Ñow outside of virialized
structures.
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